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On-Catnpus Interview-s, Part Tw-o
Karl G. Nelson
RG Editor-in-Chief

Susan Guindi and Carla Sally ushered
in the second installment of the Law
School's on-campus interviews, to be held
between the tenth and the twenty-fifth of
February, with an informational meeting
last Friday. Spaces for interviews are
open to first, second, and third-year students. The deadline for registration is
tomorrow, January 29.
Thirty-one firms will be visiting the
campus, representing offices in fifty-three
different locations. Approximately two
hundred twenty-five students registered
for the February interviews last year, so
the interview times for many firms are
quickly filled.
There will be a total of eight days of
interviews: February 10, 11, 12, 17, 18,
19, 24, and 25. The opportunity offers
first-year students not only the chance to
land a job for their first summer, but also
a chance to practice the art of interviewing before the more rigorous interviews
next fall.
If the number of students interested in

a given employer is greater
than the number of time slots
available, Career Services
contacts that employer to request additional time slots. If
they are still outnumbered by
the students, then individuals
are randomly chosen to fill
the spaces.
Sign-up for the on-campus
interviews is a two-step process. First, students must register with the Office of Career
Services by filling out a registration and transcript release
form. These forms must be
accompanied by a prioritized = = ===
ranking of firms that the student is interested in and four copies of not claimed in time will be distributed
his/her transcript- one for each firm and randomly to those left behind by the first
random assignment.
one for the Office's files.
Transcripts, if available, will be reThe next step involves some nail-biting. After the time slots have been filled, leased to interviewers at the end of the
the list of scheduled interviews is posted interview day, but only if the student has
on the bulletin board outside room 210. authorized the Office to do so. The
Those individuals who made the cut will Records Office generally takes several
then have to claim their spots by signing days to process a request for transcripts,
up for them officially - those time slots so request them early to prevent delays.
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Get ready all students and staff,
and dust off your dancin' shoes! The
Winter Ball is right around the corner. Co-sponsored by LSSS and SFF,
this annual event promises an elegant
evening, providing Michigan students with a chance to don their party
clothes and boogie down. If s affectionately referred to as the "Law
Prom," but you don't need a date for
the Winter Ball. According to Adam
Becker, LSSS'tom--dinator for this February spectacular, "Winter Ball is the
one chance for the entire law school
community to come together in a for-

mal party atmosphere and have a
good time." One of the biggest events
of the school year, even Dean Lehman
is expected to be in attendance.
The semi-formal dance will be held
on Thursday, February 4 from 9:00 to
1:00 at the Michigan League Ballroom. Dancing tunes will be furnished by a D.J. Although dinner will
not be served, tons of munchies and
a cash bar will be available. Becker
assures that plenty of trained alcohol
hosts will be on hand to ensure peace
See DANCE, page 2
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YOUR
LEXIS • NEXIS ACCOUNT TEAM
IS CURRENTLY OFFERING

CERTIFICATION
ON LEXIS.COM
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY

11

A.M. TO NOON OR

1 TO 2

10
P.M.

SUB·2 CALR LAB

CLASSES OPEN TO ALL LAW STUDENTS
NO PRE..CLASS REGISTRATION NEEDED

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT
TINA LAPORTE
TINA.LAPORTE@LEXIS•NEXIS.COM
OR

(419) 878·85·2 7
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Tales F ..on1 Ca~nbodia
The Fi..st in a Series
By Thea..,. Seag

I

n 1993, Cambodians feverishly ex
ercised their constitutional rights
to vote in astounding numbers.
An unprecedented number of United
Nations observers ascertained the integrity of the election results.
This past July 26, 1998, Cambodians encountered another opportunity
to voice their political rights as Khmer
citizens. Again, Cambodians placed
their faith in the election process, as
proven by the tremendous registration turnouts, to affect political
change.
I returned this past summer to participate in the nation-building process. I split my time between consulting for Cambodia's pro-democracy
leader and family friend, Sam Rainsy,
and working with young garment
workers by organizing them administratively and on the streets.
The law allotted 30 days prior to
election day for each political party to
deluge the masses with its propaganda. With no access to radio or television and "monetarily challenged",
the Sam Rainsy Party nevertheless
succeeded in disseminating its message by unrelenting ali-day trips to the
provinces. I joined Sam Rainsy and
his officials on several of their campaign excursions to
Cambodia's remote enclaves.
Usually, a caravan of 20 to 30 cars
would proceed at the crack of dawn
from his rented villa in Phnom Penh.
A couple of truckloads of soldiers and
bodyguards would lead the procession, followed closely by Sam
Rainsy' s white landcruiser (packed
with more bodyguards in the front
and back seats, he and wife Saumura
in the middle seat). If I tagged along,
I would claim a seat with·his officials'
and other security guards in the next
four-wheel drive vehicle. The rest of
the entourage of party officials, rights

workers, international observers, UN
personnel, diplomats, and journalists
would make up the tail end of the
caravan. I found profoundly moving
the hope reflected in the tears and
smiles of Cambodia's poor as they
greeted Sam Rainsy. One villager described the dissident leader as a beautiful aroma spreading across the land.
An average crowd of6 to 10 thousand
would crowd town halls and stadiums, waiting under the humid tropical sun or monsoon rain to listen to
his speeches.
The most notable trip was when
we flew up to the Khmer Rouge
stronghold in Cambodia's northwestem border with Thailand and then
drove into its mine-laden control center of Pailin. Royal Air Cambodge
offered a spectacular aerial view of
this agrarian society. The small jet
followed the meandering Tonie Sap to
the northwest, branching off from the
mighty Mekong River departing to
the northeast. Lush rice fields formed
quilted patterns on either side of the
river, frequently dotted by palm trees.
Toward the end of our flight, 'bald'
mountain ranges (due to uncontrolled
de-forestation) replaced the flat checkered fields. Out of nowhere a cold
chill broke my spellbound appreciation of the land's natural aesthetics: I
was not witnessing beauty but a massive grave! A grave that contains the
skeletons of untold millions and
haunts the spirits of untold millions
more. I shifted my gaze inside the
cabin to find tourists and non-party
officials furtively snapping pictures
and videotaping Sam Rainsy and our
group.
A crowd of journalists, party officials, and security received us at the
Battambang airstrip. They rushed us
into the waiting vehicles and we proceeded to the center of town where a
crowd of 15,000 awaited Sam Rainsy' s
arrival.
From Battambang we drove into
Pailin. This diamond-rich town is the

seat of power of Ieng Sary, who defected to the government in 1996, and
of Khieu Samphan and Nuon Chea,
who recently received amnesty by the
government for their senior roles in
the bloody purges under Pol Pot's
hegemony. Landmines had made the
dilapidated dirt road impassable only
a few weeks prior to our visit. During the trip the drivers took extra caution not to veer into the shoulders and
nearby jungle where mines could still
be found. Again a huge crowded
awaited Sam Rainsy.
As Pailin is nestled between moun- ·
tains, I was easily intoxicated by its
gentle breeze of clean mountain air
and its beautiful vistas, and temporarily forgot the town's ghastly history. Later we found out that the Hun
Sen government had planned to assassinate Sam Rainsy during the trip:
if the plan had not been foiled by the
close proximity of UN officials and
added security, Sam Rainsy's car
would have been attacked while on
the way to Pailin- allegedly by Khmer
Rouge soldiers, the easy scapegoats.
During the week preceding and
following the elections, everyone
walked around the office with passport and an open ticket to Bangkok
in hand. Fortunately I did not have
to use mine, although I made sure to
have ready access to security and the
airport at any hour of the day. Election day went relatively smoothly to
the surprise of many. To the dismay
of the opposition, the international
community prematurely lauded the
election process as free and fair before
the votes were completely counted.
This hasty confirmation, fueled principally by pure arrogance and for the
domestic consumption of the respective donor country, gave needed credibility to the Hun Sen regime. It
pained me deeply to witness the will
of the <::ambodian people 'Overturned
by foul play on the part of the government (expected) and by international expedience (unacceptable).
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t's a new year here at the
RG, and with it comes
some new management. I
would like to take the opportunity to extend an invitation
to everyone in the Law School
to get involved with our publication. Next year marks our
50th year in print, and I plan
to make it a memorable one.
In order to prepare adequately, this student-run newspaper is going to need help from a lot of people.
One important staff member who has been MIA for a
couple of years now is a Cyberspace Editor. Most people
probably don't know that the RG has its very own web site
through the Law School. If you did know that, perhaps
you have noticed that it hasn't been updated since 1996 ..
Nobody currently involved knows how to do it. If you can't
write, don't worry - all you'd have to do is take our articles
and post them on the web. If there is someone out there
who wants to get involved in a publication and would like
the fancy title, we would welcome you wholeheartedly.
The other hopes I have for the RG is to broaden our
format to include writings on many different subjects and
areas. This issue marks the first step in that direction.
We have reviews of music and movies, with retro-video reviews in the works. We have humor columns. We have
serious columns. We have political essays. Of course, we
have to include the disclaimer that all the opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of the publication
as a whole or of the Law School (see lower left corner of
this page), but I think as a student-run publication we
should encourage people with the urge to write something
with a spirit between that of a journal note and a simple
comment on the discussion board to make their voices
heard.
Feel free to let us know what you think of this issue.
As always, the email is rg@.lmichedu, and you may also
contact me directly at kgnelson@.lmichedu. I'm really enthusiastic about the future for the RG. It's a lot of fun
seeing your name in print, so don't hesitate to get involved.
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By Bruce Manning

I

was stuck with a center-seat,
elbows jammed into my sides,
feet kicking up against the outlandish carry-on my over-perfumed
neighbor to the right had stuffed under both of the seats in front of us. To
my left, a life insurance salesman
clasping a tape-flagged book entitled
"How We Die" was making all sorts
of grossly spiritual overtures.
I was slamming tonic water and
wishing it all would end. There was
a loud ka-chunk from the rear of the
DC-10 followed by an all-encompassing low bass "thoomb." I hastily
amended my wish: I didn't wish it all
would end, I wished the flight would
end and that I'd land safely in Detroit.
It was the first time I'd ever associated Detroit with safety. The plane
dipped a few hundred feet. The cabin
became dead silent.
The intercom crackled. "This is Pilot Corman up here at the controls.
Folks, don't panic, but we've lost an
engine and we're going to have to toss
out your baggage. Please do not be
disconcerted, we will be making it
safely into Detroit and our insurance
company will reward you handsomely for the loss of your luggage."
"See," said the insurance salesman
to my left, "Insurance is a good thing,
eh?"
There was a creaking noise and I
could see luggage streaming out of
the cargo hold. After a few minutes,
the plane lightened, we regained altitude and the conversation level in the
cabin climbed back to light chit chat.
Suddenly, a scream came from the
first class cabin, "My Mitzi schnauzer poochie was just jettisoned with
the luggage!" A brief moment of total silence. Then the intercom crackled again. "This is Pilot Corman. Is
there a psychologist on-board? We
have a woman in row 4 who needs
counseling." A·m an got up from behind me and slowly made his way
forward. We were all very grateful
that soon Mitzi's companion would

be getting adequate medical care.
Abruptly, the plane rolled into a
steep bank and was perpendicular to
the ground. Then, just as abruptly, it
straightened out again. The intercom
crackled. "Corman here. We momentarily lost the second left engine there.
Is there a doctor on board? We have
a heart attack in row 22."
The over-perfumed woman, was,
it turns out a cardiologist, and she got
up and went to help. There was visible gratitude on the faces of all the
passengers.
Then there was a hard turbulence
bump. A wailing started behind mea chorus of ten or fifteen voices, pessimistic, predicting our coming doom.

"Spiritual uplift to
aisle 33."
The intercom crackled. "Corman. We
need some spiritual uplift to aisle 33."
A man in a preacher's collar came
down the left side of the plane, a rabbi
walked forward from 43f, and a disciple of Mohammed rose to the call.
Soon, the doomsday singers were engaged in calming prayer and the
plane again returned to normal.
The intercom buzzed. "Corman
again. We would greatly appreciate
aid from the following passengers: we
need a mechanic to deal with a small
rotor problem. Anyone on board who
could help prepare dinner would be
very useful as we had to toss the food
carts overboard and we're looking for
help."
· People were getting up all over to
go and help in the common mission.
As I was unable to contribute, I was
beginning to feel left out.
"Also," Corman continued, "I understand that members of the Detroit
Philharmonic are with us today. The
cockpit would certainly appreciate
some soothing music. Finally, there's

a gentleman in Row 14 who is looking to purchase some insurance. Can
anyone be of assistance to him? We
appreciate your doing all you can to
make this trip as smooth and enjoyable as possible."
The next 20 minutes were uneventful. The mechanics repaired the second left engine, the musicians played
Bach, the chefs served us a gourmet
meal based entirely on peanuts, pretzels and Bloody Mary mix, and the
insurance salesman made some
healthy commissions. Pretty much
everyone but me was involved in
someway in ensuring our safe and ontime arrival in Detroit.
And then the intercom crackled
again. ''This is the pilot speaking. I
am afraid I have one more bit of bad
news. We, in conjunction with the
volunteer mathematicians on board,
have just calculated that unless we
lighten our load a bit more we will
fall short of Detroit. To help us with
this little problem, I implore you, are
there any lawyers on board?"
Could it be true, could there actually be a need for the skills I possess?
I know that to make it through life as
a lawyer I am entirely dependent on
people with real skills, people like the
musicians, mechanics, pilots, doctors,
clergy, chefs, hell even the life insurance salesmen, but this was my
chance to help! My chance to adjudicate justice! Even though I was only
a law student, I leapt out of my seat
and ran toward the cockpit.
As I passed row 10, two burly men
grabbed me, a stewardess opened the
front cabin door, and the two burly
men hurled me out into the open air,
22,000 feet above sea level. I was hurtling toward the earth, toward my
death. Before passing out from fear
and shock, I heard "Corman here.
We've taken care of that extra-weight
problem and we may even be.Janding early. Thank you for flying Northwest."
•
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By Karl G. Nelson
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Ani Difranco has amazing stamina. During the past
ten years, she has endured a touring schedule that would
have sent many rock stars straight from the road to the
Betty Ford clinic, built a fan base numbering in the hundreds of thousands, and released ten full-length solo albums, not including a two-disc live compilation, an EP,
and a collaboration. No one can tell her she hasn't earned
her following.
Each of her albums has served as a milestone in Ani's
evolution as both a person and an artist. Her topics have
included abortion, kids in trailer parks, drug use, social
norms, and her own
burgeoning celebrity. "Trickle Down"
is a song that the city
of Flint could relate
to, about the ghost
town left behind
when
industry
moves out and the
suffering of those
who remain. The
track right before it,
"Know Now Then,"
is about early relationships and their
attendant naivete. The range of subjects may be vast, but
they're tied together by the general theme of personal
politics.
Beyond the lyrics, success has lent her the means to
explore new avenues musically. Her first two albums were
collections of sparse, simple folk songs - just Ani's voice
and a guitar. Over the years, as the venues became larger
and the fans more numerous, she has added musicians to
her live shows one by one - first a drummer, then a bass
player, and most recently a keyboardist. 6XUp marks the
studio debut of keyboards as a foundation for many of
the songs, and they sound great. The amount of fun she's
having with her expanding band is evident in ''Hat Shaped
Hat," a twelve minute jam session that explores the musical realm from the funky to the bizarre.
Ani has no qualms about revealing her deepest feelings toward others, including family members and lovers. "Angry Anymore" is a window into Ani's youth and
her coming to terms with it, revealing her blossoming
understanding about her parents' early separation.
"Everesf' is about as romantic as Ani gets- poetic words
about love and happiness, yet without the Hallmark
mushiness.
I may be apt to recommend the purchase of every one
of Ani's albums, but I think 6XUp is a stellar album for
eit~er the hardcore Ani freak or the cufious'fan; lfs pure
Ani - honest and accessible- with her own unique sound.
The CD is satisfying, but if you want the whole package,
see her live the next time she's in town.

l.JilfliiTN HILL
It is so rare to find a stellar pop album that still insists
on sending a message. That might sound cliche, but
Lauryn Hill is anything but. She leads us through a world
of racism, sexism, and cultural pressures with a consciousness seldom found at the top of the charts. At the end of
the journey, Lauryn Hill has laid bare her soul; her life
has become her political statement. She has acknowledged
the world around her, yet has never wavered in standing
up for her beliefs.
Lauryn Hill is the second of the three members of the
Fugees to go solo. Since the multi-platinum success of
"The Score," all three have released records separately,
and all three have met
success in their own right.
Wyclef Jean's strengths
are in producing, Lauryn
Hill's are in her frank lyricism, and Pras just like to
get out the funk. Hearing
the products of their respective solo careers, it is
no wonder why they were
so huge together. If I had
to pick one of those three
albums, however, I would pick Lauryn Hill's.
After the initial spin of the record, the first thing you
notice is Hill's spirituality. She is spiritual not only in the
religious sense, but also in her sense of belonging to a
larger society that needs its members to take care of one
another in order to survive. "Until you do right, all you
do will go wrong," she ou•.:~;o,~ · in "Lost Ones." She mourns
the apathy prevalent in today' s
youth in the title track: "I look
at my environment/ And wonder where the fire went."
Showing unbreakable personal strength, however, she
found that "Deep in my heart
the answer was in me/ And I
made up my mind to find my
own destiny." She may get preachy in tracks like "Final
Hour," but she's more about doing for others than avoiding the fire and brimstone.
The musical styles included in "Miseducation" cover
a broad range, but all are masterfully used. From gospel
to hip-hop, Hill's voice flows over the melodies and beats,
guided but not restrained. "Doo Wop (That Thing)" has
already become a hit, and many others are sure to follow.
The best part about Lauryn Hill is that she's oot jmt a hit
factory; she's here to educate. Listen and learn.
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Cruise Missile Diplomacy
By Josh Turner

I

t would be unfair to characterize
American policy towards Iraq as a
giant, slow-motion train wreck, because train wrecks are usually accidents.
Since the Gulf War, the United States has
made blunder after blunder in dealing
with Iraq and its psychotic leader (who
is so notorious that he is referred to with
just one name, like Nero or Roseanne).
Whether one looks at the cruise missile
attack in 1993 that destroyed a hotel
where a regional Islamic conference was
being held, or at the string of threats
made by the President in 1998 that eventually forced the U.S. to carry out the
ill-conceived Operation Desert Fox (an
operation embarassingly and apparently inadvertently named after Nazi
general Erwin Rommel), American actions in the region have been tactically
well-executed, but strategically moronic.
There is a reason for this: The U.S.
deliberately decided in 1991 that it
would not remove Saddam from "office" (a term herein used to mean ''bunker"); while the initial judgment was
made by the Bush administration, the
Clinton administration has been renewing that decision every year since. In
doing so, the current Administration has
purposefully removed the only potentially successful (though politically
painful) course of action from the table,
and has in its absence been forced to rely
on a bizarre combination of air attacks,
UN inspection teams, negotiations, and
appeasement. Immune to the sanctions,
and relatively invulnerable to the sporadic, seemingly random cruise missile
attacks launched by the United States,
Saddam has been more than happy to
engage in gradualism. He has pushed
the U.S. to the limit and just beyond time
and time again, extracting more and
more concessions but never going far
enough to make the Clinton administration take final, decisive action.
Saddam has in fact gained far more from
recent events than the U.S. For the price
of a few military assets that weren't of
much use anyway with the U.S. watching like a hawk, he has once again stood
up to the Americans and has gotten rid
of the pesky weapons inspectors to boot.
With the demise of UNSCOM and
the crumbing of the coalition in the aftermath of Operation Desert Fox (an
operation which, ironically, its namesake would likely have had more sense

than to carry out), it seemed that U.S.
policy had reached its nadir. Incredibly, howeve~ the Clinton administration has managed to plumb the
depths even further, turning a sow's
ear into an even bigger sow's ear, and
embarking on a course that could
leave us with an Iraq even more awful than the one we have today.
Imagine the following scenarios. In
Scenario A, the Americans establish
an small band of expatriate rebels,
train them, promise them support,
and send them to invade their homeland under the theory that the dictator in charge is so despised that his
troops will throw down their weapons and surrender to the numerically
inferior enemy forces rather than
fight. In Scenario B, the U.S.- operating under the maxim that the enemy
of my enemy is my friend, even if he
calls me the Great Satan - gives aid,
supplies and advanced weaponry to
a group of fundamentalist rebels in
order to combat a common enemy.
Each of these scenarios have actually
been suggested with a reasonably
straight face in the past week. Under
the Iraqi Liberation act, the Clinton
Administration has certified the Iranian-supported Supreme Council for
Islamic Revolution in Iraq as being
committed to, among other things,
democratic values and human rights,
and thus potentially able to receive
U.S. aid. The Administration bestowed the same certification on two
Kurdish rebel groups, who proposed
the gradual takeover strategy described in Scenario A.
Of course, the U.S. has been down
both of these roads before. The 1%1
Bay 'Of Pigs invasion was predicated
on a strategic vision similar to the
Kurdish plan, and went down as perhaps the greatest debacle in the history of the American intelligence community. It is also important to realize
that one of our strongest allies in the
region, Turkey, considers these
groups to be terrorists, and has in fact
invaded Iraq to prevent Kurdish incursion into Turkish territory. And in
the 1980s, the Reagan Administration
backed a successful attempt to repel
the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan by
giving aid and weapons to anyone
willing to fight. The result? A fundamentalist government in Afghanistan
so extreme that it makes the Iranians
uncomfortable, and a huge number of
state-of-the-art American Stinger anti-
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aircraft missiles in the hands of people
like Osama bin-Laden.
The Clinton administration has an
almost fanatical devotion to assuring
the safety of American servicemen and
women in the Gulf, driven by a realization that the political cost of even a
few American deaths would be quite
high. This concern has hamstrung the
United States, and confined it to only
the most low-risk (and ineffectual) military action. In the process, the United
States has wasted eight years, inflicted
untold suffering on the general Iraqi
populace through the UN sanctions,
and been unable to stop Saddam from
continuing to develop chemical, biological, and nuclear weapons. Now the
American government proposes a
proxy war in the grand Cold War tradition, relying on some rather questionable elements of Iraqi society to carry
out U.S. foreign policy. If experience
teaches anything, it is that extremists
who are willing to take up arms (especially against a paranoiac like Saddam)
are by their nature unpredictable. Giving money and weapons to these fringe
groups can lead to very unexpected,
very unpleasant consequences.
There is only one way that the Iraqi
people are going to be freed from the
tyranny of their dictator and the crushing weight of severe economic sanctions- the United States must take decisive action to depose Saddam, to dismantle his power structure brick by
brick, and to supervise the establishment of a new democratic government
in Iraq. If it does not, the current stalemate will continue, and with every exercise of Clinton's cruise missile diplomacy Sad dam's resolve will be
strengthened, and the support of
American 'allies' such as France, Russia and China will weaken. This course
will be costly, difficult, and dangerous,
since it will require putting a large
number of American ground forces into
harm's way, as well as a long-term commitment to 'nation-building' (something the U.S. has not really done since
1945). However, it is quite literally the
only acceptable option. And the potential payoff is enormous. A stable Iraq,
led by a democratic government, able
to be a leader in the political and economic future in the region, would be
an invaluable a~t tQ bolh. its people
and to the United States. And for President Clinton, whose legacy now could
come from Penthouse Forum, it just
might be a shot at redemption.
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~eviews
Playing by Heart
Directed by Willard Carroll
Starring: Sean Connery, Angelina
Jolie, Madeline Stowe, Gillian Anderson, Gena Rowlands, Dennis Quaid,
Ellen Burstyn, Ryan Phillippe, Anthony Edwards, Jon Stewart
2 1 I 2 stars, out of 5.

Playing by Heart, like its spiritual
predecessors Grand Canyon and
Singles, intercuts storylines about a
dozen or so more-lovelorn-than-thou
characters flailing their way through
life and love in the big city. The characters turn out in the final scene to be
connected in ways apparently meant
to astonish, but which will elude no
one by the halfway point.
The film begins with a voiceover
breathlessly comparing talk of love
and music to "dancing about architecture," which struck me as pretty
precocious, especially when the
whole paragraph was repeated verbatim halfway through the film. The
movie generally is glib and talky, often irritatingly so. Gena Rowlands has
yet to forgive her terminally ill (but
you'd never know it) husband
Connery for a decades-past affair;
Angelina Jolie can't get through to
blue-haired club drone Phillippe; toomuch-burned Gillian Anderson can't
bring herself to give nice guy Stewart
a chance; married Madeleine Stowe
deflates her ardent quickie partner
Anthony Edwards with "There is no
'us'. There's only this." The film cuts
between these couples as well as some
other (too numerous) subplots. The
acting is competent, the casting fortuitous (good strategy to cast Ryan
Phillippe as a young man too stonefacedly repressed to show any human
emotion). Apart from Connery (who

reportedly, and inexplicably
worked for scale in order tc
get the part), Gillian Anderson and Jon Stewart play thE
only sympathetic characters, in the sense that yot;
probably wouldn't want
any of the others in your home.
Anderson ably reprises her tightlywoundAgent Scully characterization,
in an alternate universe where Dana
Scully flunked the MCAT and became
a tightly-wound theater director instead. X-philes looking to see Anderson expand her range will have to
keep waiting.
Playing by Heart is episodic to the
point that watching it was like watching five TV dramas at once with someone else driving the remote controlall the more irritating when some subplots (primarily those involving Dennis Quaid and a dying son and his
mother) managed to be both grim and
boring.
The script feels like a stage play
adapted, not very successfully, to the
screen: static, talky, and self-absorbed. That most of the screen characters are themselves in show business adds to the self-conscious quality of their self- revelatory monologues.
I don't think director Carroll meant
for us to cringe at the bedroom scenes,
but that was my reaction to an IDVinfected young man engaging his girlfriend in carefree biting-and-slapping
bedroom horseplay. Like Meg Ryan's
blissful eyes-shut careening down a
mountain road in City of Angels, this
was a case of Stoopid Character Disease making me wonder if the director actually wanted us to be annoyed
with his
protagonists.
This film captures love in LA about
as well as Singles caught the Seattle

grunge scene a few years back: fine,
in a demographically specific (upperclass to stinkin' rich folks presented
to the audience as middle-class) and
pretty forgettable way. It also reminded me of Grand Canyon, another
cast-of-dozens LA portrait. Grand
Canyon had its own problems with
cloyingly self-concerned yuppies
painting their little crises as the Problems of the Age writ small, but at least
its characters and subplots interconnected in a meaningful way. Playing
by Hearrs various couples share no
apparent connection until the last few
minutes of the film, and even then
there is zero plot overlap. That the
audience has no trouble figuring out
the "surprise" connections among the
characters doesn't excuse the complete lack of actual connections
among the subplots.
The music is unmemorable and, in
the fashion of made-for-TV movies,
comes in with completely predictable
timing. I did catch the composer either paying homage to or just ripping
off James Newton Howard's Grand
Canyon score, just as the repetitive
time-lapse panoramas representing
passage of time evoked that film's vision of Los Angeles as epic repository
of a thousand tales.
There is also, to borrow from
Shokespeare in Love, a bit with a dog amusing, but helpful more for the
movie trailer than for this uninspired
entry for date-flick-of- the-week.

By ErikJens
RG Contributing Editor
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ing Rifle (with adjustable rear sight
for windage and elevation, Paddle
Magazine, and Recoil Pad), grabbed
the bird by the neck, and flung it
against a rock 'til it went unconscious
and bled to death. A wonderfully
lusty afternoon until some ass-hole
showed up with a semi-automatic,
LARRY'S FROZEN TUNDRA killed all the turkeys, and scared away
the help.
The worst of it all, that next night,
uFinally, we have a governor who
knows how to execute a flying head we sit dowri to dinner and within
minutes my 86-year-old aunt splits
scissors."
her tooth on a BB pellet lodged in the
-Minnesota constituent.
turkey breast. After reviving my aunt
1999 HAPPY NEW YEAR. Attempt- from a powerful thorazine stupor, I
ing to rescue their faltering reputa- dropped her off at McDonald's,
tion, Domino's Farms constructed a (along with the crumpled business
special 42-foot-high turkey while card of a prominent personal injury
hosting a lovely celebration on New attorney), telling her to pretend she
Year's day. Domino's imported a few bit into one of their poisonous
hundred wild turkeys (adjacent to McChicken-0'-Grease deals.
Copyright THIS, pal. Meanwhile,
their petting zoo), handed out BB
guns (for a small fee) to the kids (and three second-year law students were
some adults) for their Second Annual hospitalized after a brawl that began
New Year's Day Wild Turkey Shoot! when a disgruntled summer starter
[It takes about a dozen of those BB slammed a wobbly chair against the
pellets to kill one of those wild-eyed wall during Copyright class when an
argument broke out concerning
beasts.]
Note: Veteran turkey-hunters know whether the invention of the canthat experienced hunters may go ten opener preceded the invention of the
years before managing to outwit a can. "SO! You're telling me there's
wild turkey, known for their split sec- gonna be thousands of cans with no
ond reaction timing (the turkeys). To way to open them?" cried an unidencompensate, Domino's "medicated" tified student. ''The can opener was
invented first!" By the time police
the turkeys with thorazine.
Turkey sandwich anyone? I arrived on the scene, the heated mewould have killed more of those for- lee moved out to the law quad where
lorn creatures had I listened to a the students furiously bit and
couple of expert turkey shooters from scratched at each other's eyes, until
the Upper Peninsula, (who swear two 'participants were hit in the head
they still have left over turkey in their by an errant football, whereas the
freezer from last year's shoot): 01' group quickly dispersed to the
Zeke (a patch-wearing member of the Lawyer's Club Cafeteria to take adNational Muzzle Loading Rifle As- vantage of the delicious lunch special
sociation - "don't get that mixed of the day (numerous canned items).
up with the NRA, 'cuz that'll really
Part III: ~he Body" Rules!
pee-me-off") and his lovely zoftig
The electorate don't talk, it swears.
wife Bernice (who had beautifully
-Bob Dylan.
embroidered the Second Amendment
on the back of 01' Zeke' s KaDOOTY
It seems like eons since November's
TM jacket). Both appropriately dressed
head-to-toe in their Sunday-Best ''big Republican landslide" and all the
Camouflage Clothes. I emptied a antidotes. My personal favorite: two
good seven shots into one damn bird weeks prior to election day, Republiand the varmint would not go down. can candidate Byron Looper alleg"These pellets are too small," I com- edly murdered his opponent (Tom
plained. ushoodit-in-da-ahh!" 01' Burks) in the Tennessee State Senate
Zeke exhorted, "Shoodit-in~d·a-a:hh!" · race. Burks' surviving wife Charlotte
"What the hell is he saying?" I asked entered the race, and won 95% of the
my girlfriend. "I think he wants you vote in a write-in campaign against
to shoot it in the eye." "Jesus Christ, the accused killer of her husband.
that's disgusting." I quickly turned, Looper supporters blamed the loss on
threw down my VEPR Russian Hunt- his incarceration while awaiting trial,
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which impeded his ability to campaign during those last vital hours
preceding election day. Analysis:
Looper over-estimated the voting
power of the right-wing-felon vote.
Historically, the felon vote has a poor
voter-turnout record, especially on
those overcast Mid-Western days.
Some simply procrastinate, "I'll do it
after lunch," or "I'll do it after I hit
the exercise yard." Bubba Furgeson,
a fellow cell-mate of Looper's still laments over Looper's stunning defeat.
''But," commented Bubba, "it has allowed Bryon and I to become closer."
X-Government. Humphrey's underestimation of the upower of the
beer" vote in Minnesota, and
Looper's similar miscalculations are
only the most recent of nationally renown electoral fumbles: In 1992,
George Bush overestimated the umy
wife looks like George Washington
too" vote, and Jimmy Carter overestimated the amount of people who
could excuse 18% interest rates. In
1984, Dukakis overestimated the
strength of "the short guy" vote.
Some argue Dukakis' underestimated
the voting strength of the ugoofy guys
driving tanks wearing large helmets" vote.
Klansman Dave Duke's crawl for
the Louisiana's governorship obviously failed as he overestimated the
KKK vote. His "advisors" extrapolated the number of white sheets sold
at the Wal-Mart as indicating Duke's
showing at the polls, not realizing that
people in Louisiana actually use
white sheets on their beds, and not
merely to parade around on lawns
burning crosses. Ross Perot fatally
overestimated the ubig ears" vote.
One consolation for the electorate's
self-image - Gerald Ford's dependency on the "idiot'' vote foiling his
chances to be come an actually elected
president. However, Ronald Reagan
rode the crest of the "people who unconditionally love their grandparents" vote, (combined with the "hate
Hollywood" vote - an unstoppable
combination). Americans are not going to tum grandpa out of the house
simply 'cause he's a little forgetful
and keeps peeing in the silverware
drawer. Thank the Twenty-Second
Amendment or he would, still be the
President.
And anyone interested in some
high-quality finely cured Zebra pelts,
please E-mail me. (Limited supply.)

j 10
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Women in the law: Is feminism finished?
By Maio Goodell, RG Guest Columnsist

I

n a top, liberal institution like the
University of Michigan, it seems
absurd to ask the question. Of
course not. And yet, coming from
four years as a Naval Officer, I was
dazzled by the entering class, over
forty percent women. In the Navy, the
figure was about ten percent. There
might be a few things to polish up,
but the battles, surely, were not here.
After all, as of 1990, almost fifty
percent of law students nationwide
were women, Mona Harrington
writes in Women Lawyers: Rewriting the Rules. Women are placing into
fast track jobs with big firms in
roughly proportional numbers.
Women are editors of Law Review.
Feminism is no longer needed here;
it has become an anachronistic and
rather shrill activism combing men's
behavior for finer and finer points to
find objectionable.
I began to realize, however, that on
second glance the statistics are not as
reassuring. Even though almost
equal numbers of women graduate
law schools, the positions of authority in the legal profession remain
overwhelmingly filled by men. Approximately ninety percent of the
nation's judges are men. Prosecutors
are almost all men. Partners in law
firms nationwide are ninety percent
men. At top schools, tenured faculty
are equally disproportionate.
Nor can this be put down to time
delay. Women have been graduating
from law school in high numbers for
over twenty years now. The problem
is not that women have not had time
to reach the top. The problem is that
women are dropping out in overwhelmingly disproportionate numbers before they reach the top.
Why are they dropping out? Ms.
Harrington interviewed dozens of the
women who chose to iget off the fast
track.l Their reasons, by and large,
fell into two related categories. The
first was their choice to prioritize family over career. The second was a

more generalized sense that they
wanted more control over their time,
over their lives.
The first reason seems to support
the most common argument against
feminism, the argument that causes
voices of doubt to whisper to even the
most determined feminist. This view
holds that women choose to spend
more time with their families because
they are somehow inherently different, because women have a greater
desire to work in the home.
Most of the women interviewed by
Ms. Harrington did see their decision
to drop off the fast track as a personal
choice, though they did not see it as a
gendered, societal phenomenon. Statistically, however, it is very much a
societal phenomenon. If so many
women share a preference to choose
to slow down, it would seem that
there is something to the inherent difference theory.
However, it is not at all clear that
it is truly a matter of choice.
As an empirical matter, even when
they have a career, women are doing
the work at home as well, and the
work is exhausting. In her 1989 book
The Second Shift, Arlie Hochschild
finds that only twenty percent of
dual-career couples share domestic
work equally. The ileisure gapi between working men and women has
remained steady at about two hours
a day since the 1960's. In other words,
women come home from their jobs
and work at unpaid tasks for at least
two hours a day more than men.
In fact, the situation may be worse;
women may work fewer paid hours
than men and still have less leisure
time. In either case, with these kinds
of demands, it seems hardly extraordinary that most women burn out after a few years.
There is another problem with the
theory that women simply prefer to
sp'end··more time at home. Most
women were housewives, for years.
By and large, they were miserable.

This phenomenon is documented by
Betty Friedan as early as 1960, in the
now classic work The Feminine Mystique. These were the Valium years,
the years of unprecedented depression among women. Some women
truly did, and do, enjoy homemaking.
For that matter, so do some men.
Most people, however, do not.
Many people see the women's
movement of the late 60's as the product of a few militants who wanted to
push women farther than women
wanted to go. Frequently, women
have told me things like, "I am glad
to be able to work at a good job, but I
am not a feminist." What they are
missing is the fact that the women's
movement was, and is, a popular
movement arising in response to a
massive dissatisfaction with a
disempowered position in society. To
put it less academically, working in ·
the home was a boring and unrewarding job for most women.
It is important to realize where this
myth originates, the myth that
women are somehow inherently different in a way that makes them
uniquely suited to domesticity. The
media sources have been pointed out
over and over-television, movies,
magazines-but perhaps the most
persuasive proponents of the feminine mystique are the women who
advocate that a woman's place is in
the home. As Susan Faludi points out
in Backlash, these spokeswomen
don't seem to feel this rule applies
them. Phyllis Schlafly is a Harvard
Law School graduate. She has published nine books and run for Congress twice. Connie Marshner, founding executive editor of the Family Protection Report, found her political
work so demanding that she left her
three children with her husband in
Virginia while she stayed in Washington, commuting down on weekends
to see them. It seems clear that most
women, including those who most
vocally state otherwise, do not enjoy
being restricted to domestic work.
Why do they do it?"~€>ur'-turrent·
societal structure is a little like the
"democracy" of ancient Athens: by
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its very nature, it cannot accommodate every person on equal footing.
Women's position is a manifestation
of the Athens dilemma. If we are to
survive as a society, someone has to
be raising the children, running the
household. When women moved
into the workforce, they retained the
family burdens. This is true even
when it is economically unsound;
women who make more than their
husbands still do substantially more
of the unpaid household work.
If anyone doubts this phenomenon
here, at a top, liberal law school, they
might be interested in a talk I went to
recently on the subject of "Managing
Career and Family in the Law." One
man attended. As the speaker put it,
this is still overwhelmingly a
women's issue because no one else
has stepped in; women are unwilling
to leave families abandoned. I do not
mean to imply that this is because all
men are insensitive or sexist. The
speaker also noted that law firms tend
to give very little institutional and still
less social support to men interested
in breaking the patterns. The cultural
pressures are stronger than any individual; this is problem we must deal
with as a society.
The second reason women cite for
dropping out is slightly less tangible.

They claim to want a greater control
of their time. This can be a stronger
factor than housework for women
without families. And yet, I am reminded of a partner in a Boston law
firm who took an appointment to the
bench despite the attendant salary
cut, in part because he wo~d work
shorter hours. Indeed, the time hypothesis is thin for a number of the
positions in which women are
underrepresented: judges, law professors, prosecutors-these are areas
often considered to have more manageable hours than traditional firm
work.
To say that women drop out because they want more control over
their lives is to say that they lack the
ability to make the top jobs their own.
In other words, women are not succee~g because they face a system in
which they cannot succeed.
Is feminism finished? Perhaps it is
important to examine what feminism
is. Feminism is a view of the world
that believes women and men are
equal. It is that simple. Why do
women drop out? Because they are
barred from achieving total equality
by a systematic, society-wide
disempowerment, exclusively on the
basis that they are women.
Feminism deals directly with

power. It seeks to place women in
positions of power. Or, it seeks to dismantle the framework supporting
powerful positions that women cannot attain, and rebuild a structure of
true equality. The notion that women
place a higher value on the home or
their time does not account for their
subordination.
Indeed, it is unclear how we can make
pronouncements about women's values at all, because it is unclear how
we can tell what women are really
like, in a society that does not allow
for their expression. Katharine
MacKinnon makes this point, although she attributes it to others. In
Feminism Unmodified, she writes: "I
say, give women equal power in social life. Let what we say matter, and
then we will discourse on question of
morality. Take your foot off our necks,
then we will hear in what tongue .
women speak."
We are at the source. The legal profession is shaped here, in prestigious
schools like the University of Michigan Law School. As we have seen,
this profession still excludes women
from its positions of authority. We can
make the critical change, building a
new framework that requires, by its
very structure, true equality.

Cambodia, cont'd from Page 3

(3) Phantom voters: for example,
100 voters registered on day one; the
following morning, the list of registration resumed at number 300.
(4) Transferring pre-marked ballots: I interviewed one elderly village
chief who came to us under much secrecy. The evening before election
day, a group of militiamen accosted
him on his property. They handed
him a folded ballot and instructed
him to cast his vote with it; he is to
give the official unmarked ballot to a
person waiting outside the station.
The next morning, the man did as he
was told, very much conscious of the
threat that if he failed his whole family would be murdered. The official
unmarked ballot was then violated
and given to the next voter to repeat
the process. Although at the end of
the day, the case contained only one
unofficial ballot (the very first drop),

the other ballots were nevertheless
transgressed.
(5) other traditional infractions:
massive counting fraud, pure intimidation, outright violence, vote-buying, etc. For example, a few factories
seized voter registration cards from
workers, knowing that these girls
politically aligned themselves with
the opposition movement; other factories simulated voting day using
mock ballots for the workers during
working hours.

To put the election results in a different perspective, consider:
(1) 12,000 voting stations with only
250 pairs of international observers
(inexperienced volunteers, posted
mainly in large towns, unable to detect the presence of village chiefs and
militiamen in civilian clothes intimidating voters in the voting stations;
moreover, the poor road conditions
virtually made it impossible for observers to ascertain the quality of every step of the election process during the 8-hour voting time).
(2) The people responsible for administering and establishing the election regulations and procedures
aligi!~d themselves politically with
the Hun Sen government; one of the
few neutral members suffered the
murder of his mistress.

•

I left Cambodia a couple of weeks
after election day to the safe confines
of a legal system which has the luxury
to parse out what 'is' is, while back in
Phnom Penh, colleagues and friends
persist in their life and death struggle
for their most basic rights.

•
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If a law professor, partner, or judge gives you a hard time ... don't pout, just yell back. It's fun.

From postjudgment custody proceedings in McPherson v. McPherson, Eaton Circuit Court, File No. 82-409-DM.
The Court:
Attorney:
The Court:
Attorney:
The Court:
Attorney:
The Court:
Attorney:
The Court:
Attorney:
The Court:
Attorney:
The Court:
Attorney:
The Court:
Attorney:
The Court:
Attorney:
The Court:
Attorney:
The Court:
Attorney:
The Court:
Attorney:
The Court:
Attorney:
The Court:
Attorney:
The Court:

The only order I'm going to sign right now is an order for sanctions, costs, and ...
Are ...
Don't interrupt me.
Don't interrupt me.
Let's do it this way. That's warning number one.
Are you denying it?
Warning number one. You get three, and then you're in contempt.
All right, the Court's denying it?
All right, that's two.
Court's denying it?
Yes, the Court's denying it.
The Court is denying ...
The Court denied your motion.
To reinstitute joint custody?
Yes, rna' am.
The Court denied it?
The Court denied it.
Without convincing evidence?
Ma'am, I don't know what planet you're from.
And I don't know what-you're from.
You're in contempt of court, and your fine is $250.
You know it.
And you will be taken into custody, and you'll serve five days in the county jail ...
Fine.
... until you pay.
Fine, then give me the newspaper reporter and give me my court attorney now.
You've got it, ma'am.
Because you're on another planet. You're out of whack. You are totally, totally ...
Take her out.

Please send overheard quotes (or recorded transcripts) to rmlee@umich.edu
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